Abstract. Autolanding system in the unmanned aircraft system (UAS) is an important function to assist operators with more precise flight manipulation. Accompanying with GPS waypoint navigation, an ILS-like (Instrument Landing System) approach to landing is proposed based on visual-aid runway recognition and autopilot flight control. Simple mature and reliable detection algorithm is formulated to implement into Paparazzi autopilot system. In addition to the conventional RGB detection, the Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) color space is introduced to give more precise result. The Line Segment Detector (LSD) is added to search for runway edge during approach to touch down at Waypoint 0. An approach procedure close to runway is established for UAV homing guidance and merged to a holding point before heading to runway. Similar to ILS glide slope, markers are created for UAV with a specific glide slope process to touchdown.
Introduction
Navigation and guidance technology in aviation has become quite mature in recent decades. With proper implementation onto the unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), the navigation system calculates current position and orientation based on airborne sensors such as compass, GPS receiver, inertial measurement unit (IMU), air data unit (ADU), and etc. The outputs of navigation system data input to autopilot guidance to determine aircraft controls. Waypoints are planned and set onto autopilot flight controller. Waypoint 0 of the initial point at runway end and others are assigned for form a flight route to follow.
For UAV landing, it requires a homing stage to approach to airfield and aim at runway direction to complete the landing process. Instrument Landing System (ILS) [1] is the most reliable system for aircraft landing. An ILS-like procedure can be designed for UAV in homing approach to landing. UAV is not like manned aircraft to carry complex instrument. Simple solution should be formulated from limited data of waypoints and runway direction. Runway line will be useful for landing control. Without radio instruments, visual-air runway recognition may be adoptable on UAVs.
In runway detection, Institute of Flight Guidance, Braunschweig University of Technology proposed an image-based method for navigation and runway detection in 2014 [2] . This method required a geo-referenced picture and OpenCV algorithm for tracking runway during approach. Shang and Shi from the College of Automation, Northwestern Polytechnical University also developed vision-based method to detect runway for UAV approach and landing [3] . It combined the Hough transform and least square fitting to detect runway boundaries with accuracy and less time.
The SUSAN edge detection algorithm was also developed for runway detection with good noise tolerance in fast and good result [4] . Comparing to Canny edge detector, even though the results are more stable, it does not provide good edge connectivity and corners.
According to those proposed methods, edge detection method is usually important as the main step in runway detection. Some of their ideas can be adopted and compared to new developments.
To identifying runway by object detection, the extracting the region of interest (ROI) with runway line markings appears to be feasible. Both Haar-like features and local binary patterns (LBP) can be adopted for cascade classifier training and are compared with those two methods in performance [5] . Viola and Jones developed the Haar-like features [6] based on Haar wavelets as an alternate feature set instead of the usual method which worked with only image intensities. The key advantage of Haar-like features compared with other features is its fast calculation.
In runway detection, different algorithms should be considered to find the runway line segment in faster way. By combination of grayscale to convert image color into black and white, Gaussian blur can further be added for smoothing the edge [7] . The Canny edge detector is an edge detection operation that uses a multi-stage algorithm to detect a wide range of edges in images in 1996 [8] . The mature Canny edge detector and Hough transform have been verified to edge line detection for better identification [9] .
From literature surveys, many algorithms in image processing have pros and cons. In the proposed UAV runway detection, UAV is usually operated in a small air field that the environment conditions are not clear. An easy and robust algorithm becomes an idea in the proposed solution.
For UAV runway line detection, any alternative method should be adopted for direct acquisition instead of the conventional cascade training. The linear-time Line Segment Detector (LSD) is an image processing method proposed by von Gioi in 2012 for straight line detection [10, 11, 12] . The LSD was designed to work on any digital image without parameter tuning. Straight line can be detected rapidly with LSD by applied error control concept providing much accurate results.
The proposed idea focuses on the development for UAV runway approach using image processing technology based on LSD color or shape feature in this paper. For edge line detection, LSD algorithm is an efficient, reliable and easy method as compared to other common methods. It only needs proper image pre-processing without any more parameter tuning for UAV runway detection. After preliminary tests, color masking to blur is To verify the proposed autolanding algorithm, a manned ultra-light aircraft is used to complete the design route for approach and landing before implementing into UAV for tests. An ILS-like approach to landing procedure is planned and built into UAV autopilot for realization and verification.
Image Processing

RGB Conversion and Edge Detection
An RGB color space is any additive of the three primary colors, red, green, and blue. The RGB color space is an orthogonal vector space of color in three dimensions. A pixel contains the basic unit for images. A colorful image is actually built up by pixels with RGB and stored into the memory in matrix form. In image processing, the initial step is usually converting color to grayscale. In photography and computing, a grayscale digital image represents the value of each pixel as a single sample of intensity information. By converting color images into grayscale, pixel consumption can be reduced from three spaces into one. The conversion mainly gives each RGB weighting and sums them up. The representation of its luminance, weighted sums must be calculated in a linear RGB space as these summations being represented in the pixel value. Eq. (1) is the RGB to luminance conversion formula.
(1) The principle of edge detection is to Figure out the zones where the grayscale or brightness changing largely between neighbor pixels. An edge is a significant change in the grayscale values between adjacent pixels in an image. The most common type of edge detection process uses a gradient operator, of which there have been several variations. Generally there are two methods for calculating the gradient, the search-based for first-order derivative and the zero-crossing based for second-order derivative. Generally, the magnitude or edge strength of the gradient G is approximated using the formula and masks shown by Eq. (2) with Figure 1 . Masking process turns out to be necessary to reduce noise and improve the segment detection. 
Line Segment Detection
The linear-time Line Segment Detector (LSD) carries image processing for straight line detection [10, 12] . LSD detects straight line by error control to get accurate results. Detecting straight lines by LSD using certain algorithm makes a faster way for calculating the geometric characteristics of each target. LSD is aimed at detecting local straight contours on images, called line segments. Contours are areas of the image where the gray level changes fast enough from dark to light or opposite. Therefore the gradient and level-lines of images are the main concept of LSD.
In image processing, the LSD algorithm computes the level-line angle at each pixel to construct a level-line field. This is a unit vector field such that all vectors are tangent to the level line going through their base point. Then those pixels are combined with similar angles in level-line field up to a certain tolerance and segmented them into connected regions. These connected regions are called line support regions.
Actually, each line support region is a set of pixels. It is also a candidate for a line segment. Every line support region has a corresponding geometrical image i to be associated with a rectangle r covering the number of aligned points and the total number of pixels n(r). The observed number of images should fulfill: (3) where P r is the probability of line segment model, k(r, i) are the number of aligned points within full I image range of total N observe in any rectangle being observed. The line segment detection maximizes the highest probability of aligned points to be selected s target.
Vision System Hardware
In the proposed system design, an ordinary consumer digital camera is adopted for system setup and flight verification due to its availability and mobility. Comparing to the industrial camera by its reliability, frame rate and lens distortion, the digital camera seems easy to implement with acceptable quality. In the experiment system, GoPro HERO3 (Black Edition) camera is selected [13] .
The GoPro HERO3 is a compact camera for multi-purpose and is widely used in aerial photography. It has excellent performance and offers three field-of-views (FOV): wide, medium and narrow. The equivalent focal length is 28 mm in narrow FOV to get less distortion. It is quite adequate to use GoPro to calibrate the effect of lens distortion. In the proposed visual-aid system, the GoPro camera is mounted on the Ce-74 UAV's horizontal stabilizer for better view from the tail with flying status in wider evidence angle as shown by yellow circle in Figure 2 . 
Image Preprocessing for Runway Detection
The original image with a width of 1280 pixels and a height of 720 pixels is resized to 800x450 pixels for further processing. This can also be achieved by a similar effect of blurring to reduce the computation complexity. Although applying LSD gives a good result in runway edge line detection. But no obvious linear features can be depicted to distinguish the runway boundary from background in the image, taxiway, roads and even hangers look like the same in computer vision.
Unlike approach and landing in large standard airport with giving "clean" view, the complexity in environment in this non-standard airfield causes runway recognition more difficult. Some additional preprocessing is required to improve the line segment identification.
In order to select the runway as the region of interest (ROI), some unique feature of the runway out of surroundings by color or shape should be identified. First of all, the asphalt runway has different color comparing with gravel, dirt, grass and buildings in the background. It has unique RGB value or specific Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) in certain day light illumination which can be seen as a special feature for recognizing.
Take asphalt pavement road as an example, the R, G and B color distribution will have different values in different brightness. By normalizing the RGB from Eq. (4) and (5) to get the normalized RGB value NR i , NG i and NB i , where N is the number of total pixels and the subscript i stands for the index of such pixel in the image. Moreover, the environment brightness will also cause color distribution difference, it can be simply classified into three situations: sunny, cloudy and shaded, the experiment result is shown in Table 1 . However, after classifying using normalized RGB, there are still colors similar to the asphalt road in the background that would cause chaotic. It can be corrected by using HSV color feature because the saturation and brightness are distinctive in different conditions. HSV is a type of color space like RGB by HSV color cylinder. HSV threshold can be calculated by Equation 6 to get the average hue in daytime sunshine conditions. The thresholds can be determined using the absolute difference of HSV value between particular pixel and average value as Eq. and Table 2 . Actually, HSV color space is much easier to describe color than RGB system in color detection. The RGB is an additive color model which means that different proportions of RGB light can be used to produce color. If an image of a single-color plane has a shadow, it will turn out with different characteristics than the part without shadow. That is resulting from the proportion of each color being changed. In HSV color space, the hue component of both part are more similar, the shadow would influence the value or saturation component, while the hue or original color would not change so much.
Take a simple color table as an example, using HSV with scale of hue in the range of 0 to 180 and both saturation and value in the range of 0 to 256 in OpenCV. By manipulating these values, different colors can be detected. By using HSV as color mask directly with proper threshold settings, images can be simplified into binary image and showing corresponding parts. The complicated background can be filtered out and runway is shown clearly in the images shown in Figure 3 . 
Methodology and System Configuration UAV and Autopilot System
Two aircraft are used in experiments by an Eipper ultra-light aircraft (ULA) operated by pilot and by Ce-74 UAV. The ultra-light aircraft is used for environment verification by human decision before Ce-74 UAV is set for tests. Ce-74 is an ideal vehicle for multiple missions especially for aerial photography because of the stability and endurance. Ce-74 has length: 2.5 m, wingspan: 3.6 m made of fiberglass and is powered by 157 cc gasoline engine in maximum take-off weight (MTOW): 45 kg with payload 22 kg carrying fuel capacity 8 Liters, as shown in Figure 2 [14] .
Before UAV can execute aerial photography or runway detecting by carrying camera, it must be able to fly along desired waypoints which are set in flight plan under autopilot control. To meet this requirement, this paper utilizes the flight control board named "Paparazzi autopilot" [13, 15] , an open source hardware for easily implementing into autopilot system for fixed-wing UAV.
The UAV system includes remote control (RC) model, Paparazzi autopilot control board, radio modem, GPS and ground control station as Figure 5 .
Homing Approach to Landing
The experiments are carrying out in an ultra-light airfield of Runway 08/26 in 300 m length by 30 m width paved runway in Pingtung, Taiwan. In the flight experiments, ULA and UAV take off using Runway 26 and made both right and left traffic patterns to capture images along the final leg.
The proposed visual-aid landing system tries to verify UAV to automatically return to base from an arbitrary point or path. UAV approach to landing can be formulated based on Instrument Landing System (ILS) mechanism. Simulation pilot flight by ULA, the UAV homing procedures should first be established as shown in Figure 6 . Referring to ILS, the proposed UAV homing approach to landing establishes a general procedure to set the last Waypoint back to near the designated airfield. UAV flies near the airfield to circling hold and descend and maintain 300 feet. The final approach needs to capture the Runway direction and proceeds to final descend to landing. For UAV autopilot, the starting point at runway end is marked as Waypoint 0. Waypoint 0 is also assigned as the final landing point. UAV should approach to any point close but still keep certain distant to runway. Along the opposite direction to take-off, Final Point "c" is marked outward by 900 feet at 300 feet high, and extending straight to Transition Point "b" by 2500 feet at 300 feet high. The homing approach procedure is divided into three phases. Phase A is the standby point for homing UAV by following assigned Initial Point "a" using paparazzi autopilot system. Phase B is leaving holding circle at Transition Point "b" to allow UAV to descend to 300 feet or lower until capture the Runway 26 direction. Phase C is final approach passing final Point "c" below 300 feet and proceed d, e, f, g to touch down at Waypoint 0. UAV should be controlled in level flight between Transition Point "b" and Final Point "c" to search for runway.
Previous works have completed autopilot performance in path planning and target photography [13. 14] . UAV homing control by turning into and maintaining desired track direction for approach can easily be accomplished. The autopilot sets a limited range within 30 feet to GPS for UAV to pass. In the approach design referring to Figure 6 , Initial Point "a" can be roughly to pass, Transition Point "b" should be close to enter and descend in circle flight to turn heading toward Runway 26. Finally, Final Point "c" should be exactly past in designated altitude and continuing to d, e, f, g to Waypoint 0, as shown in Figure 7 . For UAV flight safety in experiment, the approach to landing route design has been verified by Eipper ULA to determine suitable speed and altitude by descending to touch down. Simulation flight starts from Initial Point "a" to capture Phase A, proceeds to enter Transition Point 'b" and circles around "b", finally captures Runway 26 direction and follows Phase C to pass Final Point "c" with suitable glide slope, and keeps on to touch down at Waypoint 0. Eipper ULA can flight similar speed and altitude to simulate UAV during approach to landing. The simulated results will be embedded into Paparazzi autopilot in flight control. Table 3 shows the simulated data for UAV in autopilot setting. The simulated data have calibrated altitude referring to Waypoint 0 as 0 feet AGL. After point "d", it started descending following the simulated glide slope to touchdown. In Table 3 , each point is separated by about 100 feet. 
Implementation and Verification
After Eipper ULA flight to simulate the final approach to landing, Ce-74 UAV has been carried to fly step by step from manual RC before switching into autolanding. The parameter setting in Paparazzi has made several adjustments with minor control tuning. Wind direction becomes a great concern that strong side wind is prohibited in autolanding tests.
In the image preprocessing, the source image is much simpler by the proposed enhancement. The ROI can be figured out easily no matter they are based on binary pixels such as black and white or geometric feature like length of edge lines. Intuitively, color in certain shape can be recognized as runway. In addition to color mask, contour area is applied as constraint condition ensuring the results are accurate, while the largest white area will be the runway. Thus, the algorithm is simply divided into three phases: preprocessing, runway detection and edge line segmentation. Figure 8 is the flow chart of proposed algorithm. In order for flight demonstration in runway detection, both Eipper ULA and Ce-74 UAV are used to take photos for analysis from several different angles. The final set is selected for autopilot implementation. The selected set of pre-flight experiment result uses GoPro HERO3 on Ce-74 UAV, with the same parameters of fixed HSV as H: 117-151, S: 2-60 and V: 2-169.
Finally, after runway detected, line segment detection (LSD) can be applied for detecting edge lines and those straight lines are chosen as the runway boundaries. With this algorithm, the whole detecting time can be reduced and its frame rate is increased to 24 Frame per second (FPS). Comparing to using Viola-Jones Object Detection Framework [6] , whose frame rate is less than 15 FPS, the computational efficiency is improved. Summarizing the whole flight experiment procedure, three phases are shown in Figure 6 . Figure  9 shows the flight test contours to the ultra-light airfield for several rounds to Runway 26. Waypoint 0 is assigned as the initial point in Paparazzi autopilot flight control system. Other waypoints are assigned in different numbers as marked in Figure 9 for flight tests.
When UAV passes through Final Point "c" in Figure 6 , the runway can be figured out by image processing. At this point "c", the distance is about 900 feet from the runway. In the proposed autolanding system, the accomplished frame rate reaches 24 FPS. This means each frame in real-time detection takes only about 42 milliseconds in calculation. Using the proposed system technology, the autolanding system can capture the center line and flies close to the runway to touch down.
The flight test of UAV autolanding is carried out from preliminary tests using Eipper ULA to establish its reference data. Using Ce-74 UAV, manual RC mode tests have tried several times before switching into autopilot mode. One of the flight test result is recorded and shown in Figure  10 with descriptions. 
Conclusion
This paper proposes visual-aid autolanding system using low cost cameras for runway detection and center line recognition. It is implemented into Paparazzi autopilot flight control system for a full composite UAV. In this paper, mature image processing technology is adopted for implementation onto UAV autolanding system. The image processing algorithm is formulated from RGB acquisition and LSD to see runways. Using HSV enhancement, the runway center line can be more precisely detected and identified to proceed for landing. This study extends from present work using reliable Paparazzi autopilot system in Ce-74 UAV for BVR (beyond visual range) autopilot flights [12, 14] .
Using manned ultra-light aircraft, the pre-defined approach contour establishes a standard procedure for UAVs to follow. Image captured through the image detection algorithm appears much improved by the integration of LSD with HSV to recognize to runway line more clearly before touchdown.
The proposed algorithm has obtained better processing speed in runway detecting as compared to other methods. After combining the computer vision system into autopilot, runway offset is input for lateral control and baro height or GPS output for altitude control. The essence of this study verifies the feasibility of computer vision in runway detection for UAV approach and landing, based on the proposed algorithm in this paper.
